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Abstract. Let G be a graph and Z.G/ be its Hosoya index. We show how the Hosoya index can
be a good tool to establish some new identities involving Fibonacci numbers. This permits to
extend Hillard and Windfeldt work.
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1. INTRODUCTION
We denote by G D .V .G/; E.G// a simple undirected graph, V.G/ is the set
of its vertices and E.G/ is the set of its edges. The order of G is jV.G/j and the
size of G is jE.G/j. For a vertex v of G; N.v/ is the set of vertices adjacent to
v, deg.v/ WD jN.v/j is the degree of vI Link.v/ is the set of edges incident to v.
An edge fu;vg of G is denoted uv: A path Pn, from a vertex v1 to a vertex vn,
n  2, is a sequence of vertices v1; : : : ;vn and edges viviC1, for i D 1; : : : ;n  1I
for simplicity we denote it by v1   vn. We extend the definition of Pn to nD 0 and
n D 1 by setting P0 is empty and P1 is a single vertex, we add the convention that
PnP0 D P0Pn D Pn for all n 1.
The graph G v is obtained from G by removing the vertex v and all edges of G
which are incident to v. For an edge e of G; we denote by G  e the graph obtained
from G by removing e. The contraction of a graph G; associated to an edge e; is
the graph G=e obtained by removing e and identifying the vertices u and v incident
to e and replacing them by a single vertex v0 where any edges incident to u or v are
redirected to v0. We then say that we contract in G the adjacent vertices u; v into the
vertex v0:
The well-known Fibonacci sequence fFng is defined as F0D 0;F1D 1; and FnD
Fn 1CFn 2, for n  2. The Fibonacci numbers are connected to the element of
Pascal’s triangle using the following identity
FnC1 D
nX
kD0
 
n k
k
!
:
c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For some results and properties related to Fibonacci numbers, see for instance [1].
Many fields widely applies this sequence, particularly in physics and chemistry [10].
A matching M of a graph G is a subset of E.G/ such that no two edges in M
share a vertex in G: A matching of G is also called an independent edge set of G: A
k-matching of a graph G is a matching of G of cardinal k, it is then an independent
edge set of G of cardinal k: We denote by m.G;k/ the number of k-matchings of G
with the convention m.G;0/D 1: Note that m.G;1/D jE.G/j and when k > n=2,
m.G;k/D 0:
The Hosoya index of a graph G, denoted by Z.G/, is an index introduced by
Hosoya [9] as follows.
Z.G/D
bn=2cX
kD0
m.G;k/ ;
where nD jV.G/j, bn=2c stands for the integer part of n=2: This index has several
applications in molecular chemistry such as boiling point, entropy or heat of vapor-
ization. The literature includes many papers dealing the Hosoya index [2, 3, 6].
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Before proving our main results, we first list the following results. From the defin-
ition of the Hosoya index, it is not difficult to deduce the following Lemma.
Lemma 1 ([7]). Let G be a graph, we have
.1/ If uv 2E .G/; then Z.G/DZ.G uv/CZ.G fu;vg/ :
.2/ If v 2 V .G/; then Z.G/DZ.G v/CPw2NG.v/Z.G fw;vg/.
.3/ If G1;G2; :::;Gt are the components of G then Z.G/DQtkD1Z.Gk/ :
Lemma 1 allows us to compute Z.G/ for any graph recursively.
The following theorem gives a relation between Hosoya index and Fibonacci num-
ber (see [5], [7]).
Theorem 1. Let Pn be a path on n vertices, then Z.Pn/D FnC1:
3. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, inspired by [4], we give another proofs of well-known identities
(see Lemmas 2 and 3). Our goal is to prove the formula of Lemma 3 via Theorem
1. For this we give a direct proof of Lemma 2. We also establish two new identities,
given in Theorems 2 and 3.
The following identity shows the relation between independent edge subsets in
Pr1Cr2 ;Pr1 and Pr2 for r1 and r2 two non-negative integers.
Lemma 2. Let r1; r2 be two non-negative integers, then
Z.Pr1Cr2/DZ.Pr1/Z .Pr2/CZ.Pr1 1/Z .Pr2 1/ :
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Proof. Let v1   vr1Cr2be a path Pr1Cr2 partitioned into two paths Pr1 represen-
ted by a sequence of vertices v1   vr1 and Pr2 represented by a sequence of ver-
tices vr1C1   vr1Cr2 : The vertices vr1 and vr1C1 share the same edge in Pr1Cr2 :
The Hosoya number Z.Pr1Cr2/ of the path Pr1Cr2 represents the number of inde-
pendent edge subsets between the vertices of Pr1Cr2 ; this index can be written as
Z.Pr1Cr2/D jM jC jM 0j ; where:
 M is the set of independent edge subsets ofPr1Cr2 such that the edge vr1vr1C1
does not belong to any independent edge subset of M , that means all inde-
pendent edge subsets of M are in Pr1 and Pr2 ; so jM j DZ.Pr1/Z .Pr2/.
 M 0 is the set of independent edge subsets of Pr1Cr2 such that the edge
vr1vr1C1 belongs to all independent edge subsets of M 0, that means the oth-
ers independent edges of every subset of M 0 are in Pr1 1 and Pr2 1; so
jM j DZ.Pr1 1/Z .Pr2 1/.

Lemma 3. Let k;n be two integers such that 1 k  n: Then
FnC1 D FkFn kCFkC1Fn kC1:
Proof. Consider a path Pn D v1   vn on n vertices. We set r1 WD k; r2 WD n k;
and use Theorem 1 and Lemma 2. 
We introduce a new identity of Fibonacci numbers which generalize identities of
Fibonacci numbers given in [8].
For every integer s  2, let˝s be the set of " WD ."1 ; "2 ; :::; "s/ with "i 2 f 1;0;1g
.1 i  s/ such that :
(1) The number of "
i
D 0 is even. Let 2h."/ this number.
(2) If 2h."/D 0, then "i D 1 for all i .
(3) If 2h."/¤ 0, let L" WD fs1; s2; : : : ; s2h."/ W s1 < s2 < :: : < s2h."/ and "si D
0 for al l i 2 f1;2; : : : ;2h."/gg.
For all l 2 L", we have :
 l is even H) "i D 1 for all sl < i < slC1;
 l is odd H) "i D 1 for all sl < i < slC1;
 "i D 1 for all i < s1 or i > s2h."/.
For example,
˝2 D f.1;1/ ; .0;0/g ;
˝3 D f.1;1;1/ ; .1;0;0/ ; .0;0;1/ ; .0; 1;0/g ;
˝4 D f.1;1;1;1/; .0;0;1;1/; .1;0;0;1/; .1;1;0;0/; .0;0;0;0/; .0; 1;0;1/;
.1;0; 1;0/; .0; 1; 1;0/g:
 The lines of the following table represent the elements of ˝5,
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1 1 1 1 1 0  1  1 0 1
0 0 1 1 1 1 0  1  1 0
1 0 0 1 1 0  1  1  1 0
1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0  1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
1 0  1 0 1 0  1 0 0 0
1 1 0  1 0 0 0 0  1 0
 The lines of the following table represent the elements of ˝6,
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1
1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
0  1 0 1 1 1 0  1 0 0 0 1
1 0  1 0 1 1 0  1 0 1 0 0
1 1 0  1 0 1 1 0  1 0 0 0
1 1 1 0  1 0 1 0 0 0  1 0
0  1  1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0  1 0
1 0  1  1 0 1 0 0 0  1 0 1
1 1 0  1  1 0 0  1 0 0  1 0
0  1  1  1 0 1 0 0 0  1  1 0
1 0  1  1  1 0 0  1  1 0 0 0
0  1  1  1  1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Theorem 2. For any positive integers ri .1  i  s/ and any integer s  2, we
have
Fr1Cr2CCrsC1 D
X
."1;"2;:::;"s/2˝s
sY
iD1
FriC"i ; (3.1)
Proof. Let Pr1Cr2CCrsbe a path with r1C r2C C rs vertices. We subdivide
Pr1Cr2CCrs in consecutive blocs of paths Pri with ri vertices .1 i  s/ ; see Fig-
ure 1.
In one hand side, by Theorem 1, we have Z.Pr1CCrs / D Fr1CCrsC1: In the
other hand Z.Pr1Cr2CCrs / is the number of independent edge subsets in
Pr1Cr2CCrs : So, Z.Pr1Cr2CCrs /D
Ps 1
iD0 jMkj whereMk is the set of independ-
ent edge subsets I in Pr1Cr2CCrs such that it exists exactly k edges between blocs
of paths Pri .1 i  s/ which belong to I .
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v1 v2 vr1 vr1C1 vr1Cr2
Pr1 Pr2
vr1C:::Crs 1C1
Prs
vr1C:::Crs
FIGURE 1. Path Pr1Cr2C:::Crs divided in consecutive blocs of paths
Pri with ri vertices .1 i  s/.
M0 is the set of independent edge subsets I in Pr1Cr2CCrs such that doesn’t
contain any edge between blocs of paths Pri .1 i  s/, so all these independent
edge subsets are in blocs Pri .1 i  s/: Hence, jM0j D
Qs
iD1FriC1:
M1 is the set of independent edge subsets I in Pr1Cr2CCrs such that it exists
only one edge between blocs of paths Pri .1 i  s/ which belong to I . Let H be a
subset of M1 containing the edge vr1CCrkvr1CCrkC1 .1 k  s 1/ in all of its
independent edge subsets. We contract the adjacent vertices vr1CCrk ;vr1CCrkC1
in Pr1CCrs into one vertex v
0
and Pr1CCrs 1 is a new path after contraction com-
posed of consecutive blocs of pathsPr1 ; Pr2 ; : : : ;Prk 1 ; Prk 1;v
0
;PrkC1 1;PrkC2 ; : : : ;
Prs . A path Pr1CCrs 1 does not contain any edge between blocs which belong to
independent edge subsets of H , so jH j D Fr1C1 Fr2C1     Frk 1C1 Frk 
F2 FrkC1 FrkC2C1     FrsC1. Thus, jM1j D
P
."1;"2;:::;"s/21
Qs
iD1FriC"i
where1 is the set of ."1 ; "2 ; :::; "s/ such that for 1 i  s; "i 2 f0;1g and "1"2   "s
forms a sequence such that there is only one pair of zeros and this pair is of the form
."l ; "lC1/.
M2 is the set of independent edge subsets I in Pr1Cr2CCrs such that it exists
exactly two edges between blocs of paths Pri .1 i  s/ which belong to I: As for
computing of jM1j and using the contraction method for the two edges between blocs
of paths Pri .1  i  s/; we have jM2j D
P
."1;"2;:::;"s/22
Qs
iD1FriC"i where 2
is the set of ."
1
; "
2
; :::; "s/ 2˝s such that for 1 i  s; "i 2 f 1;0;1g and "1"2   "s
forms a sequence such that there is only one pair of zeros
˚
"
i
; "
iC2
	
and "
iC1 D 1;
or only two pairs of zeros
˚
"
i
; "
iC1
	
;
˚
"
iC1Ck ; "iC2Ck
	
.1 k and iCkC2 s/ and
"
l
D 1 for all l 2 f1;2; :::; i  1; iC2; iC3; :::; iCk; iCkC3; :::; sg.
For Mk .3  k  s 2/; using the contraction method for k edges between blocs
of paths Pri .1  i  s/; we have jMkj D
P
."1;"2;:::;"s/2k
Qs
iD1FriC"i where
k D f."1 ; "2 ; :::; "s/ 2˝s W for al l si 2 L".1  i  2h."//;
Ph."/
lD1.s2l  s2l 1/D
kg which represents all sequences of ˝s such that the sum of the difference of the
position of each pair of 0 is equal to k.
We finish by Ms 1 which is the set of matchings I in Pr1Cr2CCrs such that it
exists exactly s   1 edges between blocs of paths Pri .1 i  s/ which belong to
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I . In this case, except the paths Pr1 ;Prs that lose one vertex after a contraction all
others paths Pri .2  i  s  1/ lose two vertices after contraction method. Thus,
jMs 1j D Fr1Frs
Qs 1
iD2Fri 1:
Note that fk W 1 k  s 1g is a partition of˝s: Hence, the identity (3.1) holds.

The following corollaries are the main results given by [8].
Corollary 1. For any non-negative integers r and t , we have
FrCt D FrC1Ft CFrFt 1: (3.2)
Proof. From Theorem 2 with s D 2 and ˝2 D f.1;1/ ; .0;0/g, we obtain the fol-
lowing identity Fr1Cr2C1 D Fr1C1Fr2C1CFr1Fr2 : We put r D r1 and t D r2C 1
and we conclude. 
Corollary 2. For any non-negative integers u; v and w, we have
FuCvCw D FuC1FvC1FwC1CFuFvFw  Fu 1Fv 1Fw 1:
Proof. From Theorem 2 with sD 3 and˝3Df.1;1;1/; .1;0;0/; .0;0;1/; .0; 1;0/g,
we obtain the following identityFr1Cr2Cr3C1DFr1C1Fr2C1Fr3C1CFr1C1Fr2Fr3C
Fr1Fr2Fr3C1CFr1Fr2 1Fr3 : We put u D r1, v D r2 and w D r3C 1 and using
Ft D FtC1 Ft 1, we have :
FuCvCw D FuC1FvC1FwCFuC1FvFw 1CFuFvFwCFuFv 1Fw 1
D FuC1FvC1 .FwC1 Fw 1/CFuC1FvFw 1CFuFvFw
C .FuC1 Fu 1/Fv 1Fw 1
D FuC1FvC1FwC1 FuC1FvC1Fw 1CFuC1FvFw 1CFuFvFw
CFuC1Fv 1Fw 1 Fu 1Fv 1Fw 1
D FuC1FvC1FwC1CFuFvFw  Fu 1Fv 1Fw 1CFuC1Fv 1Fw 1
CFuC1FvFw 1 FuC1FvC1Fw 1
D FuC1FvC1FwC1CFuFvFw  Fu 1Fv 1Fw 1
CFuC1 .Fv 1CFv FvC1/Fw 1
D FuC1FvC1FwC1CFuFvFw  Fu 1Fv 1Fw 1:

Corollary 3. For any non-negative integers a; b; c and d , we have
FaCbCcCdC1
D FaC1FbC1FcC1FdC1CFaFbFcFd CFaC1FbFcFdC1CFaC1FbC1
CFcFd CFaFb 1FcFdC1CFaFbFcC1FdC1
CFaC1FbFc 1Fd CFaFb 1Fc 1Fd :
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Proof. From Theorem 2, with s D 4 and ˝4 D f.1;1;1;1/; .0;0;1;1/; .1;0;0;1/;
.1;1;0;0/; .0;0;0;0/ ; .0; 1;0;1/; .1;0; 1;0/; .0; 1; 1;0/g, we obtain the
identity. 
The following theorem is another identity of Fibonacci number which gives an
equivalent of Theorem 2.
Theorem 3. Let s  2 be an integer. For any non-negative integer ri .1 i  s/ ;
we have
FPs
iD1 riC1DFPs 1iD1 riC1FrsC1C
s 2X
iD0
240@ iY
jD1
Frs j 1
1AFPs i 2
jD1 rjC1Frs i 1Frs
35 :
Proof. As mentioned in Theorem 2, FPs
iD1 riC1D
P
."1;"2;:::;"s/2˝s
Qs
iD1FriC"i :
Then FPs
iD1 riC1 D c1C c0 where c1 corresponds to the case "s D 1 and c0 to the
case "
s
D 0. That means to count FPs
iD1 riC1 we have two cases.
Case 1. "s D 1: Then for all s-uplet ."1 ; "2 ; :::; "s/ we obtain
c1 D FrsC1
0@ X
."1;"2;:::;"s 1/2˝s 1
s 1Y
iD1
FriC"i
1A ;
so for "s D 1 we have c1 D FPs 1
iD1 riC1FrsC1:
Case 2. "s D 0: Let "s i 1 D 0 with i the smallest integer k; 0  k  s 2; such
that "s k 1 D 0. So for 1 j  i we have "s j D 1: Hence,
c0 D
s 2X
iD0
240@ iY
jD1
Frs j 1
1AFrs i 1Frs X
."1;"2;:::;"s i 2/2˝s i 2
s i 2Y
jD1
FrjC"j
35
D
s 2X
iD0
240@ iY
jD1
Frs j 1
1AFPs i 2
jD1 rjC1Frs i 1Frs
35 :

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3 we have :
Corollary 4. For any non-negative integers s and r , we have
FsrC1 D FrC1F.s 1/rC1CF 2r
s 2X
iD0
F ir 1F.s i 2/rC1:
Proof. Use Theorem 3 with r1 D r2 D   D rs D r: 
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